
American Hornbeam 
(Carpinus caroliniana) 

15-20 (30)’ tree with outspread branches supporting upright
wide-spreading crown.  Fine-textured, slow-growing.

CT native understory tree, found by streambanks, in floodplains, 
bottomlands of rich woodlands.   

Yellow-red-purple flowers, late spring.  Male flowers 1-2” birch-like  
catkins.  Female flowers shorter, transform to 2-5” dangling racemes,  
like papery Chinese lanterns, with multiple pairs of ¼” brown nutlets  
covered by upturned lobed 1.5” leafy bracts.  Very ornamental, especially 
late summer, as color turns from light green to white to tan.  Lovely with  
fall foliage; lasts into early winter.   

2-4” lustrous oblong leaves have sawtooth edges and
pointed tip.  Emerge bronze-purple, then dark green.

Fall color very fine, more sun more color.  
Yellow to orange-scarlet to red-purple. 

Smooth blue-gray trunk and graceful drooping 
branches have distinctive smooth muscle-like 
twisting ridges of deeper color, very ornamental. 
A profusion of slender shining dark red twigs. 

Shade to sun, prefers part shade.  Moist to wet, 
even periodic flooding, though will grow 
in drier sites.  Prefers fairly fertile rich soil.  No 
compacted soils. Fertilize lightly in spring for first 
few years.  Shape a bit when young, so tree has  
single trunk and is limbed up a few feet, showing 
lovely trunk to best advantage. Prune in fall/early 
winter, not spring.  Low maintenance. 

Use as specimen, street/lawn tree, screen, sheer  
into hedges. Superb in informal landscapes, 
naturalized in understories, along lakes, swamps, 
river terraces, slopes.  Attractive shape for winter. 
Extremely hard wood takes a smooth polish, used 
by settlers for bowls, tool handles, ox yokes. 

Attracts butterflies, larval host for Swallowtails, 
White Admiral, Hairstreaks, Red-spotted Purple.           
Nuts, buds, catkins eaten by birds, including  
Grouse, Pheasant, Quail, Bobwhite.  Birds attracted 
to forked branches and dense crown for cover/nests. 
One of best wildlife plants. 
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